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Trust Honor Love
In his forty years of experience as a salesman, Ronald R. Dobbs encountered two questions over and over on his quest for
success: Why are some people successful when others aren't? What are the essential skills for success? In his own journey,
Dobbs answered both questions for himself, and he now wants to share his experiences with readers. Dobbs shows how his
own life story demonstrates the value of motivation and perseverance. He emphasizes the power of passion, commitment,
attitude, and determination. Dobbs has written Dare to Dream: Creating Success for readers of all ages and backgrounds. A
special section helps teens get an early start on their journey, but he also provides perspective and scope for those who
believe life is over by the time they turn twenty. For others, Dobbs emphasizes that it is never too late to follow your
dreams. Dobbs already shared the secrets of sales in Dare to Dream: Career Sales. In this companion book, he takes the
focus off sales and onto basic success. Any fan of the first book will want this informative sequel. Anyone unfamiliar with the
earlier work will still find this the perfect plan for success.

If I Loved You
Is there a war against your mind? Do you ever feel like giving up and quitting? When Monday morning comes, do you wish
you could ignore the alarm clock and pull the covers over your head? One of the surest signs of spiritual attack against the
mind is feeling you want to throw up your hands and surrender. As you read this book you will learn how to win the warfare
against your mind. You will discover vital, Biblical truths such as: Why God gave you a prophetic imagination. How to defeat
the fearful whispers in your ear. How to unravel Satan's best spiritual warfare strategy. How to stop invisible opponents.
How to see all things possible. How to win imaginary conversations. How to walk where dreams live. You can stop the
warfare against your mind. Are you ready to win? Are you ready to envision great things, dream great things and achieve
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great things with your God-given imagination? This book offers you more than information. It gives you proven and practical
steps toward victory.

We Dared to Win
Dare to Win
The author believes that dreaming is not only healthy, but vital to a happy and fulfilling future. In an inspiring and
instructional message, Littauer teaches readers how to balance their inner potential and offers six steps to living a life of
vision and purpose, challenging readers to dare to dream, prepare the dream, wear the dream, repair the dream, and share
the dream.

Win Win
Boundaries is a disturbing story about the blurred lines between love and betrayal, freedom and control, fantasy and
treachery, good and evil, past and future. Diane Alders is a successful, workoholic sales executive in the medical field who
has a void in her heart as a result of the tragic death of her husband seven years ago. Mickey Rollins is a genius and
entrepreneur about to introduce a revolutionary new therapy that will 'repair' injured or impaired brains. Their sputtering
romance hits full speed when Mickey invites Diane to accompany him on a lavish and bizarre vacation to the exotic South
Seas intended to stretch their senses, fulfill wild dreams, and bring them closer together. Disaster strikes, and it is Diane
who becomes Mickey's first human test subject. There's a catch…the healing process requires a surrogate, and Mickey
chooses their mutual friend, lover and temptress—the beautiful Suki. The resurrection of Diane that transpires is not only a
transfer of physical and cerebral attributes, but a blending of relationships, feelings, and emotions, drawing many into the
fray, ending as shockingly as it begins.

Dare I Express It
What's Your Green Goldfish is based on the simple premise that employees are the key drivers of customer experience and
that "Happy Employees Create Happy Customers." The book focuses on 15 different ways to drive employee engagement
and reinforce a strong corporate culture. It's the second book in the goldfish trilogy. The first book was an Amazon Best
Seller entitled, What's Your Purple Goldfish. Purple focused on customers, whereby Green focuses on employees. Both
books are based on a revolutionary new approach called marketing g.l.u.e. (marketing by giving little unexpected extras).
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The book is based on the findings of the Green Goldfish Project, an effort which crowd sourced 1,001 examples of signature
added value for employees. Key themes emerged from the Project. The book is filled with over 200 examples. PRAISE FOR
WHAT'S YOUR GREEN GOLDFISH "Stan is the sherpa that guides executives along the journey between the heart and mind
of business stakeholders. Stakeholders aren't always customers though. At a time when company vision and culture
matters more than ever, it takes inspired and engaged employees to bring them to life." - Brian Solis, author of What's the
Future of Business #WTF, The End of Business as Usual and Engage "So often overlooked, and so very vital to building
company value empowering employees to support each other and the brand. Stan Phelps 'gets' it and Green Goldfish will
walk you step-by-step though achieving this critical goal." - Ted Rubin, author of Return on Relationship "Great customer
centric organizations only exist because of engaged and empowered employees. The Green Goldfish is packed with
awesome examples of what world class companies are doing today to inspire and reward their employees. If you see value
in truly building an "A Team," Green Goldfish will be, without question, your single best reference." - Chris Zane, Founder
and President of Zane's Cycles, author of Reinventing the Wheel, the Science of Creating Lifetime Customers "Stan Phelps
takes customer service to a whole new level by focusing on EMPLOYEE service, and how to do well by your employees - so
they take care of your customers. Packed with stories, insights and R.U.L.E.S. any company can follow, this book is a mustread for managers of companies of all shapes and sizes who know that employees don't leave jobs - they leave managers,
especially when they don't feel your love and appreciation. Pick this up, and start engaging your team and making more
GREEN - Phil Gerbyshak, author of The Naked Truth of Social Media "Our large-scale research shows unequivocally that
engaged employees are more likely to work longer, try harder, make more suggestions for improvement, recruit others to
join their company, and go out of their way to help customers. They even take less sick time. Companies can tap into the
enormous value of engaged employees by following the 15 ideas that Stan lays out in this book." - Bruce Temkin, author of
The Six Laws of Customer Experience "Too often, the actual employment experience delivered on the job does not measure
up to the version sold to job candidates during the interview process. In What's Your Green Goldfish, Stan Phelps offers 15
ways to close the gap." - Steve Curtin, author of Delight Your Customers: 7 Simple Ways to Raise Your Customer Service
from Ordinary to Extraordinary (AMACOM, June 2013) "In What's Your Green Goldfish, Stan Phelps brilliantly applies the idea
of 'doing a little something extra' for employees. You know, those people that actually get the work done and keep
customers happy. Read it, put some of the ideas to work, and soon you'll be reaping more 'green' from your customers." Bob Thompson, Founder and CEO, CustomerThink Corp.

21 Aldgate
His life is in ruins; his innocence has been torn apart. Dare returns to his own world ashamed and alone. Desperate for a
solution to end the war that has devastated his world and shattered his dreams, Dare is prepared to use all the power of the
gods if it means he can avenge his lover's death. But he is not as alone as he might have thought. Dare soon finds out the
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war isn't as clear-cut as he had assumed, and he can't get vengeance if he can't tell who his enemies are. He learns to
question everything he thought he knew. As his power grows, Dare leaves his childhood firmly behind, and discovers
friendship and freedom can be found in the most unlikely places. Dare's travels take him through his own world and
beyond, and his feelings for the mysterious man intent on saving his soul grow stronger with each sunrise. Dare realises
love truly has no limits and no boundaries: not even the grave itself.

What's Your Green Goldfish?
Over the course of a forty-year career in the worlds of law, sports, business, and politics, Ron Shapiro has worked with and
advised an incredible variety of people. What he’s found is that the secret ingredient for getting into the winner’s circle is
simply the discipline of methodical preparation: that old-school, step-by-step way of having all your ducks in a row, whether
you are an executive getting ready to do a deal or make a speech; a pitcher studying the traits of opposing hitters and
keeping a meticulous notebook of their strengths and weaknesses; an international trade negotiator who knows all about
the issues and the people on the other side before sitting down at the table; or a surgeon who rehearses like a classical
musician. Deep down, you know you should do it. But how often do you wing it and fly by the seat of your pants because
“Gosh, I don’t have time . . . I’ve done this before . . . I know what I’m doing”? It is obvious that you have to get ready for
whatever game you’re playing, but all too frequently methodical preparation is the missing ingredient in today’s world of
instant analysis, easy access to information, and glibness that sounds good at first but is unconnected with the reality at
hand. In Dare to Prepare, successful people such as wine guru Robert Parker, investment legend Bill Miller, pianist Leon
Fleisher, Goldman Sachs partner Lisa Fontenelli, broadcaster Bob Costas, firefighter Ann Marie Tierney, New York Mets
manager Willie Randolph, and many others share the way they apply discipline in preparing for career-changing games,
deals, meetings, and interviews. Cal Ripken Jr. played thousands of games in the major leagues but prepared for each like it
was his first. NPR host Liane Hansen has interviewed countless people but approaches each interview with the same
meticulous research time and time again. Make sure there are no slips “twixt cup and lip” as you get ready for your next
personal or professional challenge by daring to prepare.

Dare to Prepare
“An ideal book for anyone who really wants to achieve more in life”* from Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen, the #1
New York Times bestselling authors of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series. How are you doing? Just okay? Not so great?
Getting by? Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen have inspired millions of people around the world to break through their
fears and create their ideal lives. Now, in Dare to Win, they show you how to eliminate the roadblocks that prevent you from
fulfilling your potential so you can get what you want out of life. From expanding your imagination and focusing your
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energy, to achieving total prosperity and awakening your spiritual self, Dare to Win teaches you to think like the winner you
truly are and to believe in what you can become. You’ll soon discover that you can conquer your fears, accept life’s
rewarding challenges—and win.

The Rock of the Lion
Lyric is happily married to Aries they seem to have the perfect marriage but he is never around. All he wants to do is make
money. LaBrea has a lover that she will do anything for to prove her love. She has a lot going on in life; just crazy in love.
Phaedra doesn't miss a beat when it comes to her family. Everything seems perfect but it really isn't. Jealousy, envy, lies
and betrayal will make you reconsider who is real and who's not. In the end, the ladies may all be saying silly of me
because everything is not what it seems.

ShadowFae
Dare to Believe His Promises: You Win
Reproduction of the original: The Rock of the Lion by Molly Elliot Seawell

Rest a While
People love to smile, and this book should help. Whether it's telling these to others, or just reading them, the jokes,
anecdotes, stories, and material in this book provides 45 opportunities to smile and laugh at good, clean humor. The author
provides his background in sharing how these might be used in the classroom, business, or speaking engagement.

Dare to Struggle! Dare to Win!
He’s the bad boy of baseball who’s about to lose everything. She needs a husband to get custody of her teenage sister.
Suddenly a marriage of convenience doesn’t look so bad. Pitcher, Jaxon Prescott has a lot on his plate. Major League
Baseball. Reputation as a player. And now? He’s on the verge of losing it all. He didn’t mean to sleep with his general
manager’s daughter or get into a brawl that was captured on camera. But his notoriety is a problem and everything he's
worked for is at risk. What’s a bad boy to do? Marry his sister's best friend to save his career, even if it’s the opposite of
everything he wants and believes in. Macy Walker is the sole guardian of her half-sister until the girl’s mother returns and
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wants her daughter back. In order to win custody, Macy needs to provide stability and marrying someone would do the
trick. Luckily for her, her best friend’s brother needs a wife. They're this close to getting exactly what they want - as long as
they don't fall in love. A stand-alone novel DARE NATION SERIES Book 1: Dare to Resist Book 2: Dare to Tempt Book 3: Dare
to Play Book 4: Dare to Stay Novella: Dare to Tease

Dare to Win
21 ALDGATE by Patricia Friedberg is character-driven historical fiction set in pre-WWII London's Jewish East End and
fashionable Chelsea, as well as in Germany and France . It is a fictionalized story of the relationship between the artist, Paul
Maze, and his young married assistant, Clara, during and after the writing of his memoir of the Great War. A feature film
based on the author's screenplay of 21 Aldgate, titled "The One I Love," is presently in development by Progress Pictures,
Ltd., U.K. and The Future Film Group, U.K. The target audience includes WWI and WWII history buffs, Jewish history
enthusiasts, Anglophiles across the globe, and readers who enjoy a great love story. Similar to The Postmistress in tenor, 21
ALDGATE is a story of love and war that bears witness to the prejudice, bias, aggression and propaganda that influenced
British society during the buildup to WWII.

Dare To Win: Magic Matras To Motivate Yourself
If You Only Wanted One Night Would You Take A Chance On a Man Who Wanted Forever? Rose O'Brian wants to spice up
her love life and Jack Winston seems like the answer. Sexy, funny and a killer smile, Jack is every woman's fantasy. All she
wants is one night of passion, nothing more. But Jack has a secret that stops him from taking her up on her offer, stops him
from having the one thing he wants more than his next breath--beautiful Rose O'Brian. Rose has her own secrets.
Emotionally scared, she's never believed in happily ever afters. But for the first time she's met a man who makes her want
to open her heart, to dream of love. When Rose's past rears its ugly head can she finally let go and overcome the hurt? Can
Jack convince her to take a chance and embrace a future with him? Can he show her that love is there if she will only reach
out and take it?

Dare to Win
Dare To Play
Every moment in your life has value. Why not add a bit of elegance to your memory keeping, note taking, daily journaling,
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or to-do list making?Dare to Win, Dare to Lose offers something more valuable than money. Its classic, the design allows
you the creative space to write your thoughts, keep track of events in your everyday life, or doodle to your heart's content.
Moreover, this journal featuring Abstract painted background on the soft matte cover will inspire your imagination to go
wildDesigned with paper dimension as 6"x9" for total 110 usage pages (black and white interior with cream paper), Dotted
Paper (5 mm dot grid spacing) as the interior with a soft cover, this portable journal fits perfectly in your purse, gym bag,
desk drawer, or briefcase.It's ideal for everyone from students, parents, teachers, business executives, and more.Scroll up
and buy one for yourself and everyone you know today!

Dare to Dream and Work to Win
Demonstrates the significance of old-fashioned preparation in modern-day success, examining research, practice, and
discipline in the lives of Robert Parker, Cal Ripkin, Lisa Fontenelli, and others as they deal with personal or professional
challenges.

Boundaries
Rest A While.By Porter

Taurus Rendition
Kialoa US-1 Dare to Win
A prominent area activist and his wife are murdered in a grizzly and horrific manner. A white supremacist named Jacob
Shepherd, also known as Bull, is accused of committing this race based killing. Now RJ must race against clock to prove that
Bull is being framed, when the primary rule of any assassination conspiracy is, kill the assassin and his lawyer. From the RJ
Davis case files. Houston area Attorney RJ Davis becomes embroiled in a struggle between Scylla and Charybdis and the
two shades of gray. The War on Terror is in full rage, and the policies of Extraordinary Rendition, Enhanced Interrogation
and Domestic Surveillance have become the preferred method for U.S. intelligence gathering. The ugly scab of the spy
business reveals itself as RJ's investigator, his Aunt Peaches, confronts an old C.I.A. contact from her time in U.S. Army
C.I.D. A web of lies and intrigue engulfs both RJ and Peaches as they battle the full weight of the intelligence apparatus
gathered against them. The streets become explosive as an intelligence war is fought in the shadow of Houston's skyline
and in the courtrooms. As the body count rises, RJ's family becomes a direct casualty. Now the War on Terror will be waged
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in the streets of Texas.

A Quarter's Worth of Humor
Jim Kilroy’s long awaited autobiography is the no-hold-barred, behind the scenes story of commerce and competition; of
what it takes to succeed; of adventure and glory on the high seas. Kilroy’s ocean racing yachts, all name Kialoa, amassed a
record of victories that remains unrivalled in the highest levels of Grand Prix racing. In this lavishly illustrated full-color book
he shares his secrets and his tale.

Dare to Prepare
In the salad of Michael Collins' otherwise perfect life there lurked one undoubted caterpillar, an immature determination to
win a county junior hurling title with his beloved De Wets. Collins' playing history and his personal life contain much to vex
the ordinary fan and strain his credulity, which is as it must be. And, like all the great matches "The Drinker with the Hurling
Problem" is full of excitement, black humour and gritty reality. Collins' story will move the compassionate to tears, the just
to indignation and the cruel to laughter. This book tells the story of what it takes to make an Irish male vow to change his
life, to say nothing of his underpants.Every novelist writes one book too many and maybe that's what Paddy Coyne has just
written; another variation on the Icarus theme: about wax melting, unscheduled descents and, of course, the inclination of
God to look the other way when people are suffering most acutely.

Dare to Win, Dare to Lose
Connor It's simple really, I like to win. At work, to win cases. At leisure, to win woman. Winning women rarely takes much to
get what I'm after - sex and lots of it. They fall for me quicker than a whore's knickers. No joke, ask my mate George. I can't
help it, it's my magnetism. I smile, they swoon, I shag them and move on. No relationship equals no complications. Well, not
often. Then I met Miss West, and winning became even more important. Karina I thought my last partner was it for me. It
turns out he had other ideas. The result is, I now find myself constantly thinking will I ever find my Mr Right and get to live
out my dream. Then I meet Mr Dare, he's absolutely everything I'm not looking for and yet I am completely drawn to him.
He is an egotistical, womanising, charmer and I should run for the hills. The trouble is I can't. I am fighting the attraction but
losing to his ardent force. I wonder more and more at what Mr Dare means to me and what I might possibly mean to him.

Guatemala, Dare to Struggle, Dare to Win
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Strange things can happen on Midsummer Night. A funeral pyre can burn and a girl can slide through time. After that things
just keep getting stranger for Roxy Hart. There are witch trials and ferrymen, corsets that pinch and young girls with dark
secrets. Of course Roxy knows someone needs saving, but who, how and from what? Join Roxy Hart as she denies destiny,
reallocates luck and sifts truth from lies to find a reality she never could have imagined.

Imaginations
Since its formation in the mid-1950s, the New Zealand SAS has see active service in Malaya, Borneo and Vietnam. This
reviews the NZSAS's rigorous selection process; it describes the training, equipment and weapons employed by the NZSAS;
and it studies the philosophy (a philosophy shared by SAS units worldwide) which gives the NZSAS cohesion and direction.

Dare to Dream
If you've read Volume I of the Dare I Express It poetry series then you already know you're in for a sure treat! In Volume I,
you experienced dramatic poems and explanations that embraced Life's Seasons and Judgements . Talented author and
mastermind Leandrea Rivers, begins Volume II with a world wind of poems that will have you spinning from page to page .
You'll move past sad times by breaking down walls of mistrust and hurt. and instead, discover a "new happy." Join her as
she: exposes the dangers of "the power of the tongue," helps you relinquish the need for negative behavior patterns, and
guides you in directions that create rich, long-lasting, positive relationships. Volume II takes you on a progressive journey
where you will acquire a fuller understanding of how effective communication enhances your life and relationships. Dwayne
McLendon can't say that he knows what every man wants and needs, but what he can offer is his encouragement for men
to 'stay in the ring . As revealed in Volume I, McLendon has had his fair share of love interests and has experienced many of
life's up and downs-be assured, he knows "a little something" about relationships. His life hasn't been "a walk in the park"
admittedly, due to his addictions and vices. Volume II as takes you even farther. He knows that he is not alone . Join him as
fatherhood, faith, prayer and a true will to survive transforms him into a more confident and stronger man who now
mentors others. Catch your breath and dive with us into a sea of positive depths . Dare I Express It Volume II-are you ready?

The Aladdin Factor
A memoir from a Special Forces fighter about his experiences in the Rhodesian War and how combat has shaped his life.
Andre Scheepers grew up on a farm in Rhodesia, learning about the bush from his African childhood friends, before joining
the army. A quiet, introspective thinker, Andre started out as a trooper in the SAS before being commissioned into the
Rhodesian Light Infantry Commandos, where he was engaged in fireforce combat operations. He then rejoined the SAS.
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Wounded thirteen times, his operational record is exceptional, even by the tough standards that existed at the time. He
emerged as the SAS officer par excellence—beloved by his men, displaying extraordinary calm, courage, and audacious
cunning during a host of extremely dangerous operations. Here, Andre writes vividly about his experiences, his emotions,
and his state of mind during the war, and reflects candidly on what he learned and how war has shaped his life since. In
addition to Andre’s personal story, this book reveals more about some of the other men who were distinguished operators
in SAS operations during the Rhodesian War. “Andre was the best of the best and the bravest of the brave.” —Capt. Darrell
Watt, ex-SAS and subject of A Handful of Hard Men

Dare to Win
Losing (to Win)
Learn how to get everything you want with this motivational book from Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen, the #1 New
York Times bestselling authors of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series. Anything is possibleif you dare to ask! Personal
happiness. Creative fulfillment. Professional success. Freedom from fear—and a new promise of joy that's yours for the
asking. We have the ability at our fingertips to achieve these things. It's the Aladdin Factor: the magical wellspring of
confidence, desire—and the willingness to ask—that allows us to make wishes come true. Now bestselling motivational
authors Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen introduce us to the Aladdin Factor—and help us put it into effect in our own
lives. The Aladdin Factor helps us by pinpointing the major stumbling blocks to asking—and teaching simple techniques to
overcome them. With inspirational stories about people who have succeeded by asking for what they want, this book shows
us how to turn our lives around—no matter what kind of obstacles we face. And with this knowledge, we can reap the riches
of a truly well-lived life—a treasure that comes not from an enchanted lamp, but from the heart.

Dare to Dream: Creating Success
This book is a compilation of my thoughts-- transformed into poems, quotes, and self notes. At the unseasoned age of 20, I
can testify to life taking me through some expected changes and detours. There were many days that I couldn't speak,
think, or even write clearly. Through silence, prayer, and this little writing outlet, I've learned so much. I've found inspiration
in the most unexpected places. I've learned that it's okay to cry. It's okay to not know all the answers. It's okay to be you-Unapologetically you. Sometimes, it's even okay to feel lost.. So long as you remember who you are. We're all destined for
greatness and success. I pray this book opens minds, encourages smiles, and inspires creativity. Above all, I'm forever
grateful to my Heavenly Father for his magnificent plan over my life.
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Dare to Struggle, Dare to Win!
There are more than 1,000 school and community college (K-14) districts in California. To build, repair, or equip their
campuses, they must ask voters to approve a general obligation (GO) bond and raise their property taxes rates -- a big ask.
While GO bonds have become a multi-billion-dollar market, there has to date been no "how to" guide for district
administrators, elected officials, taxpayer organizations, and concerned citizens. There is now. With hard-earned wisdom
and wry wit, Dale Scott, California's leading K-14 financial advisor, has written WIN WIN: An Insider's Guide to School Bonds
to demystify the complex, often challenging process that goes on "underneath the hood" in developing, structuring,
passing, and selling a GO bond. Drawing on three decades of work as an advisor to school districts and community college
districts, investment banker on Wall Street, financial advisor, and campaign manager, Dale walks readers through each step
of the process, answering the many questions he's been asked over the years. Hard-hitting, detailed, and humorous, WIN
WIN explores and explains why some bond elections pass but others fail, how bond deals are put together, tips on selecting
the right team of professionals, how to avoid recent scandals surrounding GO bonds, and how to tell if tax rate estimates
are accurate or just wishful thinking. Scott's book is an upbeat demystification of the complex processes of California school
bonds, showing that when executed correctly, the teamwork of passing a school bond can have a transformative effect on
both local schools and people's sense of their role in their community.

Guatemala
Trust Honor Love: An experiment of marital proportions. Lucy Roberts is sick of the dating scene and especially of what she
can never have; The Kerrigan brothers, specifically twins Will and Heath. A bad run-in with Heath proves everything she
already knew about him; he's not Will. Agreeing to a new experiment; she lets a panel of experts pick out her future
husband. Heathcliff Kerrigan is convinced Lucy is made to be his and not Will's. Their family ties go back decades, just like
his love for her. After his attempts to claim her go wrong, he lets her go. Or does he? Making a drastic change, he decides
to partake in the same marriage experiment. Find out if their destinies are truly tied to one another or not. Trust has them
risking everything. Honor gets them down the aisle. Love will be the biggest test of all.

Silly of Me
Do you want to gail control of your inner powers so that you may become more relaxed, control your emotions, influence
others, improve you personal development, project a personal magnetism that could enrich your entire life?

Soul Revival
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Find a good way to REDUCE STRESS AND ANXIETY, IMPROVE MOTOR SKILLS AND VISION, IMPROVE SLEEP and IMPROVE
FOCUS here! Dare to Win, Dare to Lose, is the Coloring Book for Adults (Indeed for You!), here's what you'll find in this book.
There are 50 Beautiful Pictures (zentangle, abstract, visual language of shapes) about ocean animals and freshwater
animals so-called "WATER LIFE", to color, without duplicate pictures! Created with 8.5"x11",100 total pages, black and white
interior with white paper and a soft matte cover featured by Muay thai. thai boxing. combat sport and martial arts concept,
every page you color will pull you into a relaxing world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away. Pick up a copy
for yourself and copies for each of your friends today!

Unapologetically, Me.
Dare To Be Different-Think To Win
Dare to Win, Dare to Lose
What is the difference between trying to lose and not trying to win? The integrity of play in the NFL, NBA, NHL, and MLB is in
a state of crisis as various teams purposely sabotage their own chances of winning in hopes of taking advantage of the
flawed reverse-standings amateur draft. This investigative expose reveals that there is a better way!

The Drinker with the Hurling Problem
I believe the big in you. This book challenges you to tap into the supernatural of what God has already done for you. God
unmerited favor by grace through faith. Trust in the Lord, and he is that answer to every area of your life. “I have come that
they may have life; and that they may have it more abundantly” (John 10:10, NKJV). When Jesus says yes, nobody can say
no! “Is there anything too hard for the Lord?” (Genesis 18:14, NIV). If you could only envision what God has reserved for
you, the places he is going to take you, the right people you’re going to meet, and the favor of God has for every area of
your life, Align yourself to set good breaks to follow: Reach beyond your circumstances Rise above the expectations of
others Maximize your full potential Embrace God’s opportunities Walk in divine health Maximize prosperity in every area of
your life Overcoming fear with God’s faithfulness It’s going to be the surpassing greatness of God’s favor. Know that God is
not limited by your appearance or who is against you. When God gave your life, he put blessings on you that no one can
take away. God has the final say, and he is faithful. You are your breakthrough. God has equipped you to be all that you can
be. Believe all, and you win. Look beyond your past and look to what’s ahead. Christ is in you. The hope of glory. You were
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made in his image. Jesus wants you to know who you are because you have what God is. It all belongs to God. You can have
it too!
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